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Previous studies found that
� Children acquire prevailing cultural values 

of beauty before adolescence
� Thinness is desirable to girls before puberty



Social implications 
� If thinness is desirable, it may encourage 

girls to do drastic measures to achieve the 
desirable thin body, leading to eating 
disorder

� Most of the children (especially girls) with 
average body size will dissatisfy with their 
own body



Chan’s previous studies on 
children and adolescents
� Owning certain material possessions or 

branded goods was perceived to have 
association with a person’s personality, 
happiness, and social relationship

� Children and participants expressed 
strong desire to be the one with a lot of 
material goods



We need to understand 
perceptions of beauty among 
children
� When we understand why thinness is 

believed to be attractive, and the 
implication of being attractive, we can 
be in a better position to develop 
interventions to prevent the health 
problem of eating disorder



Theories

� Cultivation theory (Gerbner, 1969) 
suggests that the media cultivates our 
social reality 

� the culture that people learn is influenced 
heavily by the culture portrayed

� Understand the cultural social 
environment regarding the aspect of 
beauty helps prediction, control and 
change



Research objectives
� To collect the cultural concepts of beauty 

acquired among children
� How does the described “beauty” related 

to the perception of personality, social 
relations, as well as material possessions



Conceptual framework:

Cultural 
concept of 

beauty 
among 8-12 
years old in 
Hong Kong

Personality

Social relations

Material 
possessions



Research method
� Asking children to draw and verbalize 

what comes to their mind of a girl (a boy) 
described as good looking, and a girl (a 
boy) described as not so good looking

� Are they happy?
� Do they have friends?
� What do they own?
� Which one do you want to be? 



procedure
� 114 children participated in this study
� 60 girls and 54 boys, aged between 9-12 

years old drawings collected and were 
interviewed

� Drawing + face-to-face interview by 
undergraduate students

� Verbal consent from parents/guardians
� Conducted in November 2014



Data coding



Visual data
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Cultural concepts of not so good looking
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Themes emerged (good looking)
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Cultural concept of beauty
all Girls Boys

pretty 33 18 15
handsome 30 1 29
clean and tidy 27 12 15
tall 25 8 17
long hair 23 16 7
big eyes 20 13 7
trendy 20 15 5
thin 19 12 7
body (long legs) 10 7 3
small month & nose 8 7 1
fair complexion 5 3 2
sparkles 6 6
natural 4 4 0

230 122 108

Good-looking



Not so good looking

all Girls Boys
Dirty/messy/untidy 49 23 26
ugly 60 33 27
Fat 35 19 16
Short 20 4 16
Bad skin 10 3 7
Body 22 13 9
fake 11 11 0
small eyes 18 7 11
big nose 12 3 9
less hair 18 10 8

255 126 129

Cultural concept of beauty



Beauty related to Personality

Good-looking

all Girls Boys
friendly and polite 53 28 25
elegant and quiet 24 19 5
smart 16 7 9
sporty and tough 15 2 13
active 11 7 4
good academic 11 6 5
heroic and responsibility 10 6 4
attractive 2 2

142 77 65



all Girls Boys
lonely 24 7 17
no courage 8 3 5
stupid 10 3 7
bad temper / hateful 24 16 8
bad academic 2 0 2
impolite/mean/rude 40 25 15

108 54 54

Beauty related to Personality

Not so good looking



Good-looking

all Girls Boys
cheerful 33 8 25
lovely 28 25 3
nice 15 15 0
mature 3 2 1
humorous 2 0 2

81 50 31

Beauty related to Social relations



average-looking

all Girls Boys
Not happy 7 4 3
weird 3 3 0
lazy 6 2 4
naughty 6 2 4
vicious 8 8 0

30 19 11

Beauty related to Social relations



Findings

� Most of the students do not have a clear 
idea of a ‘not so good looking’ girl/boy

� Instead, they would draw an ugly girl 
(boy)

� Average looking = ugly



Findings
A strong association of beauty with positive 
themes 
� Beauty is associated with social aspect of 

personality, such as “Friendly and polite”, 
“elegant and quiet”, “smart”

� Good looking girl/boy: tidiness, kind, cheerful, 
lovely, gentle, outgoing

� Not so good looking girl/boy:  rude, bad 
temper, not friendly, less friends

� Hence association with no. of friends and 
popularity



Findings
� Some association of beauty with 

intelligence
� Nearly all want to be a good looking 

girl/boy concerning the perceived no. of 
friends and popularity



Beauty and material 
possessions
� Good looking child:  branded clothes, 

pretty clothes, trendy clothes, colorful 
clothes, jewlery/accessories, updated 
electronic consumables, dresses, high 
heel shoes

� Not so good looking child: casual clothes, 
plain color clothes, cheap clothes, worn-
out clothes, no accessories, slipper, shorts



Social implication
� The fact is most kids are average-looking
� Young viewers might feel pressured to 

conform to the projected “beautiful” 
standard from mass media consumption

� Other attributes can be emphasized when 
communicating with young viewers, such 
as “friendly and polite”, “intelligent”, and 
“clean and tidiness” appearance to 
educate, advocate and reinforce change 
on the perception and stereotyping of 
“beauty”



Thank You!


